
Shadeform has developed a range of cantilevered Carpark Shading, 
catering for small residential areas, right up to the largest commercial 
applications.

Engineer designed with bolt together framework, enables a seamless 
construction and installation process, allowing Shadeform to offer 
affordable options to all clients.

Choices of stylish fabrics include commercial grade shade cloth, providing 
up to 98% UV protection, or waterproof PVC membrane, with optional 
guttering and drainage systems. All framework comes fully engineered 
with optional Powder Coating, Acrylic Paint, and Hot-Dip Galvanisation. 

All components are designed and manufactured locally, including a ten 
year structural warranty. Extensive experience collaborating with local 
councils, along with our expert installation team, ensures the development 
process is smooth and hassel free from start to finish.

Contact our experienced staff for more information to discuss your 
individual project requirements. 
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FEATURES
Gutters & Down Pipes Optional rain water collection / distribution
Flexible Footings Pad or Bored Pier footings to suit site conditions
Frame Finnishing Hot-Dip Galvanised / Two Pack Paint / Powder Coating

FABRIC OPTIONS
Shadecloth Up to 95% UV blockout - Knitted or Monotec fabric
Waterproof PVC All-weather protection - 100% waterproof
Fabrics have a 5-15 year warranty. Ten year structural warranty on framework.
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3-D Modelling Available

Waterproof Fabric

WARRANTY
Shadeform offer a 3 year warranty on the manufacture and installation of all products.
Fabrics have a 5-10 year warranty and approximate life span is 10-15 years.

FLEXIBILITY
The Car Shade canopy is modular in format and comes in a wide range of sizes. From 
single car parks, to spans for multiple-car spaces, we can custom design a solution for 
any application. Conical umbrella shapes are availabe, suported off a post, and any 
system can be duplicated for large scale commercial projects. 

PROTECTION
The fabric canopy is tensioned over a steel frame and fixed firmly in place by the use of 
wire rigging and extruded aluminium track. Each canopy is tightened using marine grade 
stainless steel, swage terminals, and high quality bolt fixings. With the option of waterproof 
fabric, this durable shade provides long lasting weather protection, all year round. 

CANTILEVER CAR PARK SHADING

Large Scale Applications

VALUE
By protecting valuable assets under the cover of a brand new Shadeform Car Shade, 
you extend the life of your car considerably, saving in further costs down the road. 
Because all our operations are done in house, or with close partners, you can be 
assured of the highest attention to detail and value for money.

TECHNOLOGY
From initial 3-D concepts through to final installation, at Shadeform we use the latest 
technolgies to produce the highest quality shade solutions. By using the best design & 
patterning sofware, combined with our state of the art 3 x 10m cutting table, absolute 
accuracy is ensured. Waterproof PVC fabrics are high frequency welded for the 
ultimate in strength and duribility. Cantilevered Design

Large Spans




